Monday, December 12th

Tuesday, December 13th
NS 7153 Nutrition During Life Cycle 8:00 am – 10:00 am AHB 2050

Wednesday, December 14th

Thursday, December 15th
NS 7192 Assessment 1:30 pm – 3:30 pm AHB 2050

Friday, December 16th
NS 5134 Advanced MNT 8:00 am – 10:00 am AHB 2060
NS 7212 Quantity Foods 8:00 am – 10:00 am AHB 2045

Exams for the following courses will be given during the last scheduled class:

NS 5132 Adult Weight Management
NS 5233 Research Methods – no exam
NS 5272 Geriatric Nutrition
NS 5833 Non- Energy Nutrients
NS 5860 Nutrition Support
NS 5970/AHS 6970 Seminar – no exam
NS 6133 Public Health Nutrition II - no exam
NS 7111 Orientation Clinical Dietetics